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Overview



iMAP [1]

[1] iMAP: Implicit mapping and positioning in real-time, ICCV’2021 [2] Nice-slam: Neural implicit scalable encoding for slam, CVPR’2022

Neural Field SLAM

NICE-SLAM [2]

✓First real-time neural field SLAM

✓Compact single MLP for entire 3D scene

✓Continuous surface with plausible hole-filling

✓Hierarchical feature grids + MLP decoder

✓Able to reconstruct large scenes

Not decomposable

Unknown correspondences 



Switch-NeRF [1]

Decomposed NeRF

Kilo-NeRF [2]

✓ 3D space-based decomposition

✓Each part can be independently represented

✓Split 3D scene into thousand grids

✓Many tiny MLPs speed up NeRF training

No Semantics

[1] Switch-NeRF: Learning Scene Decomposition with Mixture of Experts for Large-scale Neural Radiance Fields. ICLR’2023 

[2] Kilonerf: Speeding Up Neural Radiance Fields with Thousands of Tiny MLPs, ICCV’2021



Feature Distillation NeRF [1]

Semantic NeRF

Object NeRF [2]

✓Semantic feature field ✓Object-level Code NeRF

Not real-time

Not incremental

[1] Decomposing NeRF for Editing via Feature Field Distillation, NeurIPS’2022 [2] Learning Object-Compositional Neural Radiance Field for Editable Scene Rendering, ICCV’2021

✓Semantic decomposition NeRF



System Overview

✓ Object-level representation: 

no 3D prior, only RGB-D video

✓ Composable map:

Independently editable, 

trackable

✓ Implicit 3D representation: 

higher quality, lower memory, 

watertight

✓ Efficient realtime dense 

mapping: manage objects 

parallelly, easily stop and 

resume

Goal: A real-time object-level dense 

neural mapping system



Method

✓ Depth Guided Training
Sampling points along ray based on depth measurement

Training depth loss along with RGB

Adopt surface volume rendering to improve geometry quality

✓ Efficient Object Mapping
Object association by semantic-spatial consistency

Occlusion aware reconstruction

Vectorised training multiple models in one go
Plausible object completion without priors



Method

✓ Vectorised Training Demo Code
Python/PyTorch level implementation[1], no customised CUDA

fmodel, params, buffers = combine_state_for_ensemble(models)
[p.requires_grad_() for p in params]
optimiser.add_param_group({"params": params})

1. Init batch of models with exact same structure. 

2. Get batch of prediction: batch_input is a stack of 

batch inputs in the first dim.

batch_pred = vmap(fmodel)(params, buffers, batch_input)

3. Backprop:

batch_loss = loss(batch_pred, batch_gt)
batch_loss.backward()
optimiser.step()
optimiser.zero_grad(set_to_none=True)

4. Update original models network params. 

with torch.no_grad():
for idx, model in enumerate(models):

for i, param in enumerate(model.parameters()):
param.set_(params[i][idx])

[1] functorch: JAX-like composable function transforms for PyTorch



Results

Vectorised v.s. Sequential

✓ Object-level representation is highly compressible

Quality v.s. Model Size



Results

✓ Camera tracking & Mapping reconstruction is highly 

interdependent

✓ Adopt ORB-SLAM for cleaner implementation, faster 

training speed, higher tracking quality

TUM RGB-D Evaluation

Camera Tracking Real-time Mapping



Results

2D Novel View Rendering

Protocol:

For each scene randomly generate a new trajectory, get GT 

2D novel view, compared with rendered 2D results

✓Much clearer rendering,  especially for foreground objects



Results

3D Scene-level & Object-level Geometry

Scene-level metrics are dominated by the background meshes (Small objects have limited influence)

Object-level metrics are averaged across objects, each object contribute equally

Objects are more important than background in Robotics



Results

3D Object-level Geometry on ScanNet

[1] Object-Compositional Neural Implicit Surfaces, ECCV’2022



Results

Our Recording with KinectScanNet

https://kxhit.github.io/vMAP
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